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Rinaldi, others, welcome Class of 2022
with warm remarks and well wishes
Christopher Groneng
Editor-in-Chief
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On
Wednesday,
September
5th,
Joseph Rinaldi, the President of
the Student Government, as well
as the faculty and administration
at Bryant, gather in the Chace
Wellness Center's MA€ to welcome
Bryant's Class of 2022 at the
university's annual Convocation.
He, along with President Ronald
Machtley, Provost Glen Sulmasy,
Vice President of Student Affairs
John Saddlemire, and others, gave
speeches sharing words of wisdom
and welcome to the incoming
freshman class. President Rinaldi's
remarks are below:
Overwhelmed. That is how I
felt just three short years ago on
my own freshman move-in day.
Back when the halls were still
numbered, the AIC a parking lot,
and the floors of the suite village
r il carB . l'm ur man}'l f
yeu ~~ ~lite same wa~; ~eiBgll!l[<).Sl!lli
about what your experience will
be like, having doubts about
your ability to meet a new set
of challenges, struggling to find
confidence in your ability to learn
the skills necessary to succeed in
the world that awaits you. But like
those who came before you, you
too shall overcome.
Hello, my name is Joseph
Rinaldi, and I have the pleasure
and honor of serving each and
every one of you as President of
your Student Government. I'm
in my second and final term as
President serving the student
body, and I could not be happier
to be here with you this afternoon.
While
aesthetically
very
different, this institution hasn't
changed in its aims for you, for
me, or for the world that you
will soon inhabit as business
leaders, public servants, writers,
educators, administrators, and so
much more. You probably have big
goals, like many of us. An idealism
fueled by a newfound sense of
adulthood and responsibility. An
idealism that will lead you down
paths you never thought you
would venture, but leave you so
grateful that you did.
However, I believe it is the little
things - the day-to-day events,
both planned and spontaneous
- that, while on the surface may
seem mundane, affect a profound
and lasting change on your time
here at Bryant.
I know that may sound
strange. How could the big picture
be dwarfed by the seemingly
insignificant daily minutia? But
what is life, if not a collection of
small decisions. It truly is the little
things. Last year, I was walking
from class, past fellow students
and the pond - a classic spring
day at Bryant. At that moment, a
prospective st udent was walking

by and stopped me.
I was happy to speak with
someone who could potentially
be a new member of this great
community that we are so
fortunate to have. We talked
for a little while; they aslced me
questions about the university and
my experience here. Then, finally,
they asked "Why do you love
Bryant?" I thought to myself, what
could I say about this amazing
place in which I live? What is the
one thing to sell them on, above all
else?
Would it be how each and
every person on this campus has a
unique story to tell? How involved
everyone is, whether they're a
part of a student organization
or a club sport, an intramural or
one of our incredibly dedicated
varsity student-athletes, or in
the Greek life community, or
work for a job for department on
campus or somewhere else, or
serve as a Resident Assistant, or
an Orientation Leader, or even
have started
No, tha,t wa-ism: tt. ~ 15:a:ps 1 wo11H)I
say it's how much of a community
this institution truly is; being able
to walk from your dorm room
to your classroom and knowing
most, if not all, of the people you
pass on your way. No, while all of
these are awesome things about
Bryant, I decided to sum it up in
two words: "everyone cares."
That's the thing I said makes
me love our campus above all
else. Whatever you do here, you
love it. Everyone has a passion for
what they care about, and they
care about each other. After that
exchange, I continued back to

my townhouse. But as I walked,
I took in what had just happened.
That brief interaction, that small
occurrence, that 'little thing' - if
even only during that fleeting
moment in time - may have made
a profound and lasting impact
on that prospective student, it
certainty did on me.
Now, my passion, the thing
that I care about, is being a
resource for people; which led me
to this role and brought me here
today. And as President, I try not
to make too many promises, as
there are only so many things one
can say for certain will occur. But
I am certain about the promises
that I make to you now.
Look to you left, look to your
right, now at yourself. I promise
that the three people you just
saw will have vastly different
experiences here, and that is okay.
You'll never be completely sure
about what yom experience will
be, you see everyone grows in
their own way at their own pace.
u.r
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I promise you that there will
be late nights. No matter how
organized you might be, there
will always be that GFOB business
plan your team just didn't start
soon enough, or the essay you
put off just a little too long. But
you will triumph over these
challenges, and it will be worth
it. Perseverance is a skill that has
been recognized in you already by
your admission to this university;
all you have to do now is recognize
it in yourself.
I promise that Bryant will
prepare you for your careers in

ways that other universities have
just not mastered yet. You will
learn the skills that are essential in
building towards, and eventually
achieving, those big goals your
idealistic young minds have set for
yourself in the world that is yours
to mold and shape and better with
each passing day.
And finally, I promise that the
days will be long, but the weeks
will be short. These next four
years will fly by faster than you
ever could have ever imagined.
Take my word for it. Just yesterday
it seemed like I was walking the
Unistructure halls for the first
time as a Bryant student, today
the long hallways are now like the
familiar streets of my hometown. I
do feel so old now, seeing all of you
start this journey as mine comes
to its end.
But the memories and
experiences that I have had here,
the ones you will soon have, make
me feel prepared for whatever
comes next. Careful though,
bli~ and xou could miss_it, so
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opportunity that presents itself.
You never know what little thing
might lead you to your passion.
Now, on behalf of the entire
student body, I honored to
welcome you all, fellow Bulldogs,
to your new home; to this
institution, this university, this
community that we call Bryant.
You have picked the right place,
and at right time, to partner with
as you build the foundation of
your future. So Good luck, have a
lot of fun, thank you for listening,
and Go Bulldogs!

Joseph Rinaldi (above) gives his second convocation address as Student Government President (Bryant University)
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LARCENY Sep 12, 2018-Wednesday at 14:41
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER
Summary: DPS received a report from a student who
stated his Bulldog Bucks were being used on campus
while he was home for the summer.

ACCIDENT-LEAVING THE SCENE Sep 12,
2018-Wednesday at 14:49
Location: ALL CAMPUS AREAS
Summary: DPS received a report of a motor vehicle with
minor damage from a hit and run.
LOST PROPERTY Sep 14, 2018-Friday at 00:52
Location: Newport House
Summary: DPS received a report from a student stating
he had lost two posters that were left unattended. The
items were recovered and returned by DPS.
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FIRE ALARM-FOOD BURNING Sep 15, 2018-Saturday
at 15:51
Location: TOWNHOUSE A BLOCK
Summary: DPS received a report of an activated fire
alarm. The alarm was caused by smoke from a grill.
System was reset.
EMT CALL EMT CALL I MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED Sep 15, 2018-Saturday at 18:13
Location: TOWNHOUSE M BLOCK
Summary: DPS received a report of a male vomiting and
unconscious on M Block sidewalk. EMS was
activated. Patient was transported to Fatima Hospital by
the Smithfield Rescue.

EMT CALL EMT CALL I MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED Sep 16, 2018-Sunday at 00:14
Location: Bristol House
Summary: DPS received a report requesting a medical
evaluation for an intoxicated male. EMS was activated.
Patient was transported to Fatima Hospital by the
Smithfield Rescue.
EMT CALL EMT CALL/ MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED Sep 16, 2018-Sunday at 00:27
Location: TOWNHOUSE F BLOCK
Summary: DPS received a report of a female vomiting
and on medication. EMS was activated. Patient was
transported to Fatima Hospital by the Smithfield Rescue.
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Tweets of the week Hurricane Florence
"I want to know, where is the money for Border
Security and the WALL in this ridiculous Spending
Bill, and where will it come from after the Midterms?
Dems are obstructing Law Enforcement and Border
Security. REPUBLICANS MUST FINALLY GET
TOUGH!"

devastates Carolinas,
eastern seaboard
Ceili Ahern
Contributing Writer

- Donald Trump, 09/20/18 (@RealDonaldTrump)
'°Destroying alliances is ... [Trump's] genuine,
unquenchable passion ... His stamina in pursuit of these
demons is impressive. Every day in his White House
has the disintegrating feel of final days, but th9 next
day is the same, and the story never ends."'

- Bob Woodward, 09/19/18 (@realBobWoodward)
''Asked if he would support the FBI investigating
Kavanaugh allegation, Trump says, "It wouldn't
bother me ... other than the FBI said it wouldn't do
that, it's not what they do." It's the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. That's exactly what they do."

- Peter Alexander, 09/18/18 (@PeterAlexander)
"Remember that time Mike Bloomberg said "look at
the ass on her" in front of a reporter? I'm sure he'll do
remMy w~M in a 2020 falrem, EJemt'H.§Fat\i~J p,rillllollair, im
the wake of #MeToo"

- Clare Malone, 09/17/18 (@ClareMalone)
"It's funny Hillary declares our "institutions &
traditions are under siege" under President Trump
when the shining stars of her own party want to
abolish ICE, have no respect for law enforcement &
continually place law-breaking illegals over the safety
and security of Americans."

- Tomi Lahren, 09/18/18 (@tomilahren)
"In 1991, the FBI reopened a background
investigation. Anita Hill and Clarence Thomas were
interviewed. Every day more people came forward
claiming firsthand knowledge of the events. It's time
for the FBI to do the same today. Why are Republicans
resisting an investigation?"

- Sen. Dianne Feinstein 09/19/18 (@SenFeinstein)
"Senate Judiciary Committee announces that it will
hear testimony from Supreme Court nominee Judge
Brett Kavanaugh and Dr. Christine Blasey Ford on
Monday, September 24, at 10:00 a.m."

- SCOTUSblog, 09/17/18 (@SCOTUSblog)

A teen traverses the post-storm conditions in North Carolina (Gray WhitfeJ

As hurricane Florence is downgraded were water, gas, and hotel rooms. Stein
to a tropical depression, the after effects stated after getting over two hundred
are still lingering. The hurricane made and fifty complaints "Price gouging's
landfall in North Carolina on Friday, illegal because no business should take
September 14th as a category one advantage of people's desperation. When
hurricane with winds gusting between people are at their lowest, that's when we
90 and 105 mph. The damage it has done should be reaching out - to help folks, not
to the Carolinas will take months if not take advantage".
longer to be repaired.
Many residents nav£ accounted for
Many highways and streets around tine storm saying they have never seen
the two states are closed due to the mass this much rain thus far in their area. One
amount of rain that has fallen in such a North Carolina resident said "The wind
short ~eriod of time. In Wilmington, was so hard, the waters were so hard,
Nor.t'fi ijar,oli.na fie r,oai!ls :rrre uni!ler toal t~i>:Ag ta get out we gat f , rawn i,n tll
muddy river water. Leaving the residents trailers. We got thrown into mailboxes,
stranded from leaving or going back to houses, trees,". With significant wind and
their houses. Governor Roy Cooper has rain, the power outages began to rise as
stated, "The risk to life is rising with the the storm continued. Currently, over six
angry waters". While the death toll is at hundred thousand residents are without
thirty-one people right now, it is expected power. Many say that is will take days
to rise due to the twenty additional inches before North Carolina residents' power is
of rain that are expected to fall over the restored.
next couple of days. Many of the deaths are
The last major hurricane to hit the
related to incidents such as electrocution Carolina's before Florence was Hurricane
and fallen trees. One of the youngest Matthew. Matthew was a category one
victims of storm-related deaths was a hurricane when officially making landfall
three-month-old baby who was killed in October of 2016. This hurricane brought
when a tree fell on their mobile home in widespread flooding and extensive
Dallas, North Carolina. This storm has damage. The damage across the state cost
broken Wilmington's annual rainfall total an estimated $4.8 billion while leaving at
record. The record prevfously being 83.67 least 25 people dead.
inches of rain fallen in the year 1877 to
The NFL Foundation announced
now 86.79 in 2018 while still having over Sunday, September 16th that they will be
three months left in hurricane season.
~ donating one million dollars to different
Prior to hurricane Florence, many organizations around the areas affected
residents in North Carolina made to aid with the cleaning up process and
complaints to the attorney general's shelters for residents. This donation is just
office about price gouging. Currently the beginning of the extensive amount of
being investigated, some of the items money that is going to have to be spent.
that had seen significant price increases

-
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Mexico and United States negiotate NAFTA

s

David Schmidt
Copy Editor
Recently, Mexico and the United States reached a
handshake agreement on major revisions on NAFTA,
that echo more of a new trade deal between US-Mexico.
Likewise, the United States is currently in negotiations
with Canada. These negotiations are because both Trump
and his administration want to get rid of the North
Atlantic Free Trade Agreement, known more commonly
as NAFTA. Due to the belief that NAFTA was a horrible
deal for America, to begin with.
The U.S-Mexico handshake agreement breakthrough
included many mutual agreements between the two. One
of these agreements was a new set limit on the content of
an automobile that must be American for the automobile
to be duty-free across borders. That amount is 75 percent
which is approximately an increase of 12.5 percent from
its original 62.5 percent amount. This agreement has
been a thorny topic in the United States because United
States automakers have long opposed the increase, and yet
the United Autoworkers Union has long pushed for this
increase. Another agreement is the increase in the number
of vehicles manufactured in factories that are paying an
average wage of $16 an hour.
However, when this US-Mexico handshake happened
Canada wasn't at the negotiating table. Prior to the
U.S-Mexico breakthrough announcement, Canadian
Foreign Minister Chrystia Freeland and Canada itself felt
encouraged by the positive negotiations that both the US
and Mexico demonstrated. The reason why Canada and its
foreign minister felt invigorated by this is that "Progress
between Mexico and the United States is a necessary
requirement for any renewed NAFTA agreement."
Likewise, however, Freeland also echoed caution stating
Canada would only sign a new NAFTA that was good
for Canada itself. Therefore, many believe that the USCanada negotiations could be more drawn out. Thus, it

-
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President Trump greats the Mexican President in the Oval Office (Mane/ Ngan)

is no surprise that on August 31, 2018, the United States wait period is placed on a new North Atlantic free
and Canada found themselves at the negotiating table trade agreement after it has been completed prior to its
for a fourth day to try desperately to hammer out a ratification by Congress. This has caused some concern
deal. Likewise, it has been reported by Lindsay Walters, as Mexico swears in its new President Andres Manuel
White House Deputy Press Secretary, "The Canadian and L6pez Obrador, on Dec. 1. Likewise, November is the
American negotiators continue to work on reaching a win- United States Midterm election, and Congress needs
win deal that benefits both countries." However, currently 90 days to review the agreement prior to ratification.
the US and Canada are still at odds with "nettlesome Therefore, President Trump is somewhat under pressure
issues such as opening Canada's dairy markets to U.S. to get Canada on board, but many believe that Canada
exports, patent protections for certain drugs and language knows the clock is ticking and thus is using the clock as its
on how to resolve some disputes" and thus no deal has bargaining chip against the US. Consequently, only time
been agreed on yet."
will tell if a deal will be made or ifNAFTA renegotiations
Furthermore, under United States law a three month will be hindered till a later date.

Anti-Semitism, Mideast conflict,
free speech colliae in Rutgers case
Jaweed Kaleem & Teresa Watanabe
MCTCampus
As protests against Israel and the U.S. government's
alliance with it have roiled college campuses across the
country -with demonstrations in recent years shutting
down speeches by pro-Israel speakers from the University
of Minnesota to San Francisco State University -a few
questions have repeatedly come up.
How much is Jewish identity tied to the modern nation
of Israel? Is there a point at which criticism of Israel
turns into hatred of Jewish people? If so, when is that line
crossed? What is the difference between anti-Zionism and
anti-Semitism?
Not surprisingly, pro-Palestinian activists and proIsraeli ones often give contrasting answers to the questions.
In addition to conflicts between Israelis and
Palestinians that have prevented peace in the Middle
East, and a possible two-state solution, recent events have
included the Trump administration's move of the U.S.
Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, which Palestinians
considered a major slight, and this week's announcement
by the State Department that it has ordered Palestinian
leadership to close its office in Washington.
The Trump administration has now weighed in on
the college issue, with the Department of Education's
civil rights office reopening a 2011 complaint against a
New Jersey university about alleged bias against Jewish
students.
In a recent letter to the Zionist Organization of
America, a conservative group that has for years fought
what it believes is widespread bias against Israel at
colleges, the office said it would relaunch an investigation
about Rutgers that closed four years ago under the Obama
administration.
In the letter, the department said it would examine
reports of discrimination on campus against Jewish
people as an ethnic group and for the first time defined
what it counts as anti-Semitism.
The letter listed Holocaust denial -a widely agreed
upon sign of anti-Jewish beliefs -alongside common
pro-Palestinian activist refrains, such as saying that "the
existence of a state of Israel is a racist endeavor." Calling
Israel racist was listed under "denying the Jewish people
the right to self-determination." Another example of
anti-Semitism, according to the letter, included "applying
double standards by requiring of (Israel) a behavior not
exoected or demanded of any other democratic nation."

The definition, taken from the State Department and case. The Zionist group appealed in 2014 and, late last
the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance, has month, heard back from new leadership in the department
alarmed student activists and pro-Palestinian groups that argued that previous lawyers who went over the case
that fear the Trump administration will launch more were wrong.
investigations on colleges for their students and professors'
The letter was signed by Kenneth Marcus, the newly
pro-Palestinian activities that criticize Israeli policies. appointed assistant secretary for civil rights, who has long
Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, the department can opposed pro-Palestinian activism. Marcus is the former
investigate colleges and universities that receive federal head of the Louis D. Brandeis Center for Human Rights
money for discrimination against race, color or national Under Law, which its website says he founded in 2011 to
origin and revoke funding.
"combat the resurgence of anti-Semitism in American
"This is an attack on the First Amendment," said Samer higher education." He held the same civil rights post in
Alhato, a Palestinian American student at St. Xavier President George W. Bush's administration for two years.
University in Chicago and member of Students for Justice
The Department of Education did not reply to requests
in Palestine, a organization behind protests criticizing seeking an interview about the case. Klein shared a copy
Israel that has chapters on dozens of college campuses.
of the letter with the Los Angeles Times.
The group has supported the BDS movement -which
In a statement, Rutgers officials said they were not
pushes for boycotts, divestment and sanctions against notified of the new investigation but would cooperate.
companies deemed to have a role in Israeli human rights "There is no place for anti-Semitism or any form of
violations.
religious intolerance at Rutgers," it said.
"It's an attack on organizers and socially aware
The fight over what constitutes anti-Semitism has
students. We've had many presidents who dogmatically caused controversy across major universities, including
and materially support Israel with rhetoric or policies," the University of Chicago, University of Michigan,
Alhato said. "The Trump administration has taken it to Columbia University and the University of California.
another level."
Many incidents have included protests attempting to
In an interview, the director and chief executive of the block pro-Israel speakers on campus, such as a 2016 San
Anti-Defamation League took issue with the argument Francisco State University speech by Jerusalem Mayor
that the administration was curtailing free speech.
Nir Barkat. Other controversies have centered on student
governments passing calls for universities to divest
"There is nothing wrong with being critical of any endowments from certain companies that do business
country," said Jonathan Greenblatt of the ADL, which is with the Israeli government. One targeted company is
not part of the case. "But when there are campaigns that Caterpillar, whose bulldozers have been used to demolish
demonize and delegitimize the Jewish state, they often Palestinian homes.
end up in actions that demonize and delegitimize Jewish
In 2016, University of California regents unanimously
people."
declared that anti-Semitism has "no place" on a college
Morton Klein, the president of the New York-based campus but rejected intense lobbying to call anti-Zionism a
Zionist Organization of America, called the Department form of discrimination. Instead, regents approved a report
of Education's move a "landmark decision that may on intolerance that decried only "anti-Semitic forms"
bring some justice to the Jewish students who have been of the political ideology, leaving it up for interpretation
harassed and discriminated against at many universities." which forms of Zionism are anti-Semitic and which aren't.
His group filed the Rutgers complaint and has also filed The move reflected the regents' struggle to balance their
others against Brooklyn College and the University of desire to combat intolerance with their commitment to
California, Irvine.
protect free speech.
The Rutgers complaint stems from a free 2011 proSome Israel supporters have organized to stamp out
Palestinian event where Jewish students were allegedly pro-Palestinian activities on campuses. Two years ago,
charged admission as a way to keep them out -an casino tycoon Sheldon Adelson and others launched an
allegation disputed by the event's organizers.
effort to promote Israel on campuses and combat BDS. The
The Education Department under President Barack Jewish Telegraphic Agency reports that it's set to expand
Obama said it found insufficient evidence to pursue the to 80 campuses in the U.S. and Canada.
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Consumers want to care, so brands have to too
Christopher Polis
Business Editor

weight) in oceans across the world. Even countries like India are on board, announcing
in June that India will eliminate all single-use plastics by 2022.
In regards to consumers who have increased their awareness of social issues,
companies may no longer be able to stay comfortable in the so-called "grey area" when
it comes to social issues. Now, brands may have to take a stance and pick a side for a
particular social issue; as opposed to remaining impartial or indifferent. For example,
we all are familiar with Nike's most recent and most controversial ad featuring Colin
Kaepernick as their spokesperson - causing immediate controversy. Aside from the
consumers who swore to never buy Nike products again and even went as far as to burn
pairs of shoes; Nike saw a 31% increase in sales after the ad. This was Nike boldly and
bravely showing consumers that social impact matters to their brand.
What do you look for a brand? Do you prefer brands that care as much as you do?

It is a fact, consumers are more socially and environmentally conscious than ever
before. According to Nielsen's Global Corporate Sustainability Report, 66% of consumers
across the globe are willing to spend more if a product comes from a sustainable brand.
To stay current with these consumer behavior trends, well-established brands have
already, or are in the process of repositioning - causing the entire company to rethink
their marketing strategy and restructure their business model. Why? Who are the major
players making major changes?
Consumers want brands they can trust, relate to, and now more than ever; proudly
represent. Social media has enabled influencers and brand ambassadors alike to socially
thrive and financially survive. For example, an influencer on Instagram with 100,000
followers can charge up to $5,000 for a partnered post. If they were to post every day
for a year, that's a cushy $1.8 million annual salary. Consider some of your own peers in
college who are being social influencers for brands to make a little extra cash on the side.
Social media inspires consumers to be more open with their friends - and sometimes
total strangers - about the brands they prefer and use in their everyday lives. Therefore,
the reputation of a brand matters to the consumer because it is somewhat of a reflection
of the consumer's reputation. It's as if a brand image has become an image of our
personality.
Based on this paradigm shift, it's no longer just consumers with high standards who
expect more effort from their brands - it's everyone. In response, reputable brands are
becoming "problem-solvers" for the world, so consumers can positively perceive the
brand. Ifa brand can fix an issue with a resource like capital investment, then consumers
of: that brand feel like they are a part of the solution, as opposed to part of the problem.
Fortune 500 companies spend an average of more than $15 billion a year on corporate
social responsibility. From a survey of philanthropic CEOs, some of the major issues they
expressed concern for were wealth inequality, education, and climate change.
Believe it or not (no pun intended), climate change is a unique issue because it's an
environmental problem that's causing social controversy and political debate. Pollution,
being a major cause of climate change, has caused environmentally conscious consumers
to point a finger or even clench a fist at many non-renewable materials used in production,
especially plastic.
Starbucks announced this past July that they will get rid of plastic straws within all
their stores by 2020. Considering Starbucks operates by using more than 1 billion plastic
straws a year, this is a considerable step in the right direction against pollution. Adidas
also announced in July that they will only use recycled plastics by 2024, estimating that it
will save around 40 tons ofplastic a year. This is extremely beneficial for the environment,
especially when research predicts that by 2050 there will be. more plastic than fish (by Nike ad featuring Kaepernick appears in NYC (EPA)

lt''s definitely not' Facebook's best' year
minded thinking and secure data. With Facebook's stock slowly coming back to normal
Zuckerberg now faces a large challenge.
Once a company created to connect old friends, distant family and loved ones is
now being charged with the task to not corrupt the institutions and governments of the
July 26th, 2018 was a day that Mark Zuckerberg would like to forget. On that fateful World. It is a large burden but one that must be addressed to save the integrity of the US
Thursday, Facebook released their earnings report after the market had closed for the and any other foreign government that may be affected. The next few months are crucial
day. Facebook's stock was down 19% just over the course of the day. This drastic drop for Facebook to prove that they are a more secure company in terms of user's data and not
accumulated to a loss of over $120 Billion in value for the company. Investors essentially allowing rouge groups to influence their users.
lost their entire earnings from 2018 within a single day of trading. No other company in
the history of the free market system has ever experienced a loss of this magnitude. Now
the question is why did this happen?
Now this question is complex in nature in the sense that, at the time, it was impossible
for Facebook to stop this. It was not due to internal problems or leadership issues but
rather an unprecedented misuse of social media. The market lost faith in Facebook
after reports of the misuse of their data had been leaked in the infamous "FacebookCambridge Data Scandal." This scandal gave Cambridge Analytica, a British political
consulting firm, access to millions and possibly hundreds of millions of Facebook user's
personal information. This caused Mark Zuckerberg to have to sit in front of congress
and face hours of questioning. The misuse of this data caused the single most disastrous
stock decline in Facebook's history.
Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook have been under scrutiny for much of 2018 starting
back in April when the FBI concluded that Russia had meddled in interfering with the
US election in 2016. Stating that it used Facebook to damage the image of the Hilary
Clinton. Some of the ways listed by at least 8 government agencies and confirmed by
Facebook were purchasing hundreds of thousands of dollars in political advertisements
on the website. Facebook events were created where political rallies would be held.
Most of these advertisements were either opposing Hilary Clinton or promoting other
candidate such as Bernie Sanders or other party candidates such as Jill Stein. Whether or
not these ads had any effect on the outcome is hard to tell, even from Zuckerberg's point
of view but these are the facts.
Facebook has also been under scrutiny for allowing interference in the Brazilian
election which is fast approaching next month. Facebook is already being to make changes
internally with the US midterm elections coming in November. Last week, Zuckerberg
penned a 1300-word essay detailing the struggles Facebook went through the last year.
He wrote how Facebook is doing everything in their power to create a safer space for free Zuckerberg faces the Senate In his hearing (Getty Images)

Alec Borkowski
Contributing Writer

Interested in business? Like to write? Send in a business article and get
published! Send articles to archway@bryant.edu
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New rankings recognize Bryant Bulldogs
Top 50 - Most Transformative Colleges (Money's Best Value Colleges Rankings)
No. 15 - Earnings Premium of Graduates Over Peers - (Money's Best Value Colleges
Rankings)
No. 103 - Student Outcomes (Wall Street Journal 2019 College Rankings)
On September 10th, U.S. News & World Report published the Best Colleges Rankings No. 183 - Overall out of968 institutions (Wall Street Journal 2019 College Rankings)
for 2019. Bryant University was recognized within multiple different categories - some of No. 3 - Business, Management, Marketing, International Business, and Marketing (2018
these recognitions were achieved for the first time ever.
USA Today and College Factual)
Bryant was ranked #7 regionally for "Strong Commitment to Undergraduate No. 4 - Accounting (2018 USA Today and College Factual)
Teaching" out of 193 institutions in this region. This ranking reflects Bryant's faculty - No. 6 - Applied Mathematics, Entrepreneurial Studies and Management (2018 USA
devoted professors from diverse professional and academic backgrounds. Aside from the Today and College Factual)
knowledge they give us as students, they grant us the opportunity to become passionate No. 2 - Rhode Island (2018 USA Today and College Factual)
about a certain subject. Think of how many professors make themselves available to help No. 27 - New England (2018 USA Today and College Factual)
students outside of class; that's a luxury that students at larger universities may not have. No. 120 - Overall out of 1,382 institutions (2018 USA Today and College Factual)
Additionally, Bryant's transformative education was ranked #3 and received an No. 5 - Return on Investment (Payscale Best Value Business School)
A+ rating for undergraduate students. When you analyze "expanding the world of No. 156 - Highest Alumni Salaries Overall out of 1,531 institutions (Payscale College
opportunity" - it's a perfect match for Bryant. Students are encouraged to transform Salary Report)
themselves on both a personal and professional level. Through programs like Bryant Top 384 - Schools in the United States (Princeton Review 2019)
IDEA, students collaborate in the design thinking process, but more importantly - form Top 229 - Schools in the Northeast (Princeton Review 2019)
relationships that could last a lifetime through a transformative experience in their first Top 375 - Green Colleges (Princeton Review 2019)
year.
No. 7 - Study Abroad Participation (Institute for International Education)
The International Business Program was ranked #25 nationally. This is impressive
considering the 1B program was formed only 10 years ago. Consider where Bryant
alumni are - working in a variety of industries all around the world. With a course
like the 1B Practicum, made possible by the Chafee Center for International Business,
students become consultants for companies looking to expand globally. For a seni@r, this
experience makes you prepared and excited to enter the workforce.
Based on the prestige of this publication, this is an achievement we should all be
proud collectively, as well as a sign that Bryant's future is as bright as both our faculty and
students. President Machtley congratulated the Bryant community as a whole by saying
"I am proud that Bryant's upward trajectory in national rankings based on academic
excellence recognizes the innovative education delivered by our exceptional faculty in
both the College of Business and the College of Arts and Sciences," "The entire Bryant
community works hard to prepare our students for success, and our steady rise in these
rankings reflects validation by our peers and students around the country" he added.
These rankings are based on data gathered from a variety of more than 1,800 schools
across the country. This data was then analyzed based off of 16 metrics that are relevant
to the quality of academics, some of which were newly included in this year's edition such as indicators of social mobility. This update, along with eliminating acceptance
rate as a factor and reducing input measures such as SAT/ACT scores, had certainly
influenced the rankings. This is because US News wanted to change the methodology
Best Colleges Rankings for 2019 (U.S. News & World Report)
for the schools they pick.
Other rankings include:

Christopher Polis
Business Editor
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New app pais you for product reccomendations
What about privacy? Warning bells may be ringing for the privacy-conscious. Will
Wildfire now be reading my text messages, emails, and social media posts? Glazier says
no. The software runs on your device, and it's only searching for brands that match with
its database of merchants. And the user always has the option of generating a link or
Don't try to make money off my online behavior - unless, of course, I get a ignoring the software's suggestion.
But Wildfire may have to deal with other concerns. For example, will a friend's
commission.
recommendation
lose its power of influence if it's known that they're making a
That's the idea behind San Diego tech startup Wildfire Systems, which is launching an
commission
off
the
recommendation?
app Wednesday to help Internet users make money off of conversations they're already
Miro
Copic,
a
marketing
professor at San Diego State University, says there's a big
having online. The local company, founded by a former eBay executive, lets users earn
transition
going
on
in
the
influencer
space in which fans want transparency from the
commissions from recommendations they share on the Internet, whether it's on social
influencers
they
follow
about
their
economic
incentives .. Fans and followers want those
media, by email, or through text messaging apps.
individuals
to
be
transparent
about
the
economic
incentives they're getting to pitch a
If, for example, a friend buys an Instant Pot after you raved about the pressure cooker
product.
on Instagram, then this startup's software would let you get a cut of the sale.
"The nuance here is disclosure," Copic said. "Not that your friend won't be your friend
The idea is particularly timely considering the public outcry against tech giants like
anymore,
but they might question your motives if they find out you're being compensated
Facebook, who've been lambasted in recent months for making money off their users'
for
your
suggestions."
activity and personal data.
Malcolm Bohm, CEO at a company called Liquid Grids in San Diego, has been
Now, merchants are tripping over themselves to sign onto Wildfire's platform, which
already has 20,000 retailers on board, including giants like Expedia, Nordstrom's, REI working in a similar space for years. His company also uses natural language processing
to understand what Internet '!~ers are saying on health forums, and how it relates to
and Walmart.
brands.
The quick adoption may have something to do with the startup's CEO, Jordan Glazier,
Bohm says Wildfire could be onto something big, but it's critical that they maintain
who founded Wildfire Systems last year. Glazier is best known locally for leading a San
transparency
along the way. "At the grassroots level, this could be disruptive in terms of
Diego company called Eventful, which gained some fame a few years ago as the first
how
brands
get
recommendations," Bohm said. "As long as they maintain authenticity,
global events calendar online. He grew that company to more than 25 million users
it
could
be
really
positive."
before selling it to CBS in 2014. Before that, he was an early employee at eBay, where he
Glazier
said
Wildlink
asks users to disclose this information themselves, notifying
helped transform the company from a collectibles website to the e-commerce giant it is
friends and family that they might be compensated for their recommendations. "In our
today.
We're all influencers? Glazier's new app, Wildlink, brings to mind the marketing terms of service we require that people follow the guidelines, but it's really up to them to
tactics that bloggers and other folks of online fame use, in which they get kickbacks from do so," Glazier said.
Next steps? Wildfire has received $2 million in seed money, led by Santa Monicabrands for pitching products online.
based
investor group Mucker Capital in 2017. The company plans to raise another round
In the industry, this is called "affiliate marketing," and it's a tool mostly used by
of
financing
this fall, and will use those funds to expand its marketing and business
people who have large followings on social media (collectively known as "influencers").
development
team in San Diego.
But it's not so easy to make money this way. People have to sign up for individual affiliate
marketing programs depending on the brand or retailer and then jump through hoops
for each one before they can start earning cash.
Glazier says it shouldn't be so hard to make money from your recommendations. And
you shouldn't have to be Internet-famous to get paid when you directly encourage a sale,
he says. "You don't have to be an influencer to have influence," Glazier said.
How it works? Anyone can download the Wildlink app for free (available on Android,
iOS, or as a software download for your computer). It runs in the background while
you go about your business. Then, let's say you post a picture of yourself on Facebook,
and a friend replies, "I love your dress. Where did you buy it?" If you reply with a link
to the dress on Nordstrom's website, then Wildlink's app will convert that URL to a
trackable link. If your friend follows that link and eventually purchases the item, you get
a commission that's paid to a virtual wallet.
Once a month, you can cash out your Wildlink commissions to your PayPal account.
The company, which is working out of the Connect coworking space in University City,
has built several ways to make this process seamless for the user. For example, once you
download the app, its technology is built into your cell phone's keyboard. The software
can then guess when you're typing a brand name, product, or service. Once you type
out the word "REI," for example, the software gives you an option to insert a link to REI Wlldlink is available wherever apps are sold (Google Play)
directly from your keyboard.

Brittany Meiling
MCTCampus
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Collegiate football can be risky business;
injuries threaten fitness of players
Erica Raus
Contributing Writer
For many, the best time of the year is Fall, because it
indicates that football season is right around the corner.
Here at Bryant University, the football team is Division
1 and is filled with outstanding student-athletes. This is
because the sport requires several hours of participation on
and off the field. Football has become a way of life for the
players at Bryant University. However, that can all come to
a halt due to the unexpected occurrence of an injury.
Unfortunately, the odds are against football players,
as the number of injuries per year seems to be increasing.
According to the NCAA breakdown of football injuries,
the overall injury rate is 8.1 injuries per 1,000 athlete
exposures between games and practices combined. From
2004 to 2009, there were more than 41,000 injuries from
25 million athlete exposures. These statistics represent the
high chance of injury each time a football player steps on
the field, whether it be from the daily risk of practice or a
weekend game. The NCAA also shares that the knee is the
most common location of injury in college football players,
accounting for 17.1 percent of injuries overall. The football
student-athletes here at Bryant who interviewed have had
an injury that kept them out of the game for an extended
period of time.
The first interviewee on the team was Derrick Leroy,
a sophomore here at Bryant, and he holds the position of
defensive specialist. Last spring, he tore his ACL, as well
as his medial and lateral meniscus, which put him out
of football for a year. This injury occurred at a random
moment of simply planting on his leg wrong during a
game, and resulted in needing surgery, physical therapy
and much attention to healing. Derrick spoke about how
he feels being unable to physically contribute towards
his team, stating "It's tough, there's a mental aspect of
being unable to play and I strive to be the best teammate,
focusing on doing what's best for the team versus focusing
on myself." Staying positive throughout the healing process
has been a huge aspect of Derrick's attitude, and he hopes
to be on the field healthy again soon. Although in Derricks
case the injury was very unexpected, there are precautions
recommended for players that should be taken into account
when preventing an injury. It is strongly recommended to
always warm up before playing to get blood circulating to
your muscles, as well as stretching.

Derrick Leroy playing in a Bryant football game (Bryant University)

Another common injury amongst football players is
concussions, and there is a growing amount of research that
reveals the effects can be lifelong. Bryant football player
senior Brenden Femiano, who plays the position of running
back, shared an additional perspective of a different type
of injury. Femiano has endured three concussions, his
latest concussion, however, had a very serious impact. He
explained that his concussion was so severe it required
him to withdraw from school, in addition, he shared his
devastation of missing an entire season. However, he
enlightened this outlook by finding his purpose. He stated,
"There's so much more to life than just football, and it is
crucial to find your purpose beyond the field." This was a
tough lesson for Femiano to learn, as he felt exiled from his
fixed way of life. Today, he is recovered from his injury but
has many symptoms of the lifelong effects that traditionally
follow repetitive brain trauma, such as extreme sensitivity
to light. He shared some recommendations on how to be a
safer player, by emphasizing the importance of protecting
yourself as much as you can, specifically avoiding lowering
your shoulder. Femiano explained that he has invested in a
high- tech helmet that serves as an extra safety precaution
as he returns on the field to leave his mark.
One common result of repetitive brain trauma is a
degenerative brain disease found in athletes called Chronic
Traumatic Encephalopathy, also known as CTE. The
Department of Veterans Affairs and Boston University
researchers studied the brains of 165 people. The selected

individuals played football at the high school, college, or
professional level. Their research found evidence of CTE in
131 of them, which is 79 percent of the players that they
studied. Of the brains that were researched, 91 of them
belonged to former NFL players, and 87 of those 91 (96
percent) had signs of CTE.
It is very important for all players to take extreme
caution in recovery when dealing with a potential head
injury. The NCAA recommends one safety measure for
concussions with the saying: "If in doubt, sit them out." It
is very important to stress the significance of safety when
playing contact sports in general.
Although there is clearly a large risk to playing football,
that does not stop players from continuing to pursue what
they love. Football requires a lot of hard work, dedication,
and strength which is represented through the studentathletes here at Bryant University. Get excited to cheer on
our bulldogs this fall!

Brendan Femiano running the ball (Bryant University)

Bulldogs claim victqry over Marist
Ryan Brown
Contributing Writer
The headliner on campus this weekend was the first ever night football game at the
newly renovated Beirne Stadium. The game, which took place at 6:00 PM on Saturday,
September 15, was a historic moment for the football program, as well as, Bryant University.
The contest was against the Marist College Red Foxes, a rival Bryant is no stranger to. This
game marked the third meeting of the Bulldogs and Red Foxes. In the previous two, the
Red Foxes had come away victorious, making this somewhat of a revenge game for the
Bulldogs.
The game started off well for the Bulldogs, as they drove down the field at a fast pace
with a 65-yard drive only four minutes into the game. The drive was capitalized by Jean
Constant, a redshirt junior, who caught a pass down the middle of the field for 49 yards.
Marist did not hesitate to respond, as they scored an 80-yard touchdown with four
minutes and 20 seconds left in the first quarter, following a missed field goal attempt by
Bryant. With the score now tied, Bryant refused to stumble. Directly following the Red
Foxes touchdown, Bryant led a methodical drive down the field, converting on a fourth
down to keep the drive alive. The play was finished off by Daniel Adeboboye, giving the
freshman his first career touchdown. After taking a 14-7 lead, Bryant continued to extend
their dominance through kicker Gavin Rowley, who put a 28-yard field goal through the
uprights to extend the Bulldog's lead to 17-7.
However, the Marist Red Foxes fought back and started to shine, scoring the following
13 points to get their first lead of the night with a score of 20-17. Their comeback was
completed by a 62-yard interception return for a touchdown by Grant Dixon with 25
seconds remaining in the first half, and a 20-yard touchdown reception by Juston Christian
during their first drive of the third quarter.
The Bulldogs did not quit and came up with a 73-yard drive to retake the lead. Alfred
Dorbor, a redshirt sophomore, drove the ball into the end zone from the one-yard line. The
Black and Gold kept their momentum going and pushed two drives in the beginning of the
fourth quarter that resulted in keeping the score out of the Red Foxes' reach.
Although the game was leaning in the Bulldog's favor, the Marist Red Foxes refused to
go out silently. They scored once more by a play from Mike Husni, Marist's quarterback,
with only eight seconds left in the game.

This was one of the Bulldog's most complete games to date, as they finished with 568
total yards on 99 plays, the highest of the season, showing the efficiency of their offense. The
offense picked up 34 first downs to keep the chains moving and had majority possession
time with a resounding 34 minutes and 15 seconds. •
Not only did this game highlight Bryant's offense, their defense played outstanding as
well. The Bulldogs limited the Red Foxes to just 378 yards on offense.
Bryant hopes to keep the success of this game rolling with another home contest this
weekend, facing Robert Morris at 1:00 PM on Saturday, September 22nd for Bryant's
Homecoming game.

Jean Constant scored two touchdowns for the Bulldogs against Marist (Bryant University)
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How Josh Gordon will impact
the New Engllan1d Patriot offense
Hunter Quinn
Treasurer

touchdowns. In the 4 seasons since, he's caught 42 balls for
only 338 yards. Much of this, however, is because oflack of
playing time due suspension. Gordon sat out the entirety of
the 2015 and 2016 season due to his violation of the NFL's
drug policy. Last year, he finally returned to the field for the
remaining 5 games of Cleveland's season and showed huge
potential, including his debut game where he caught 4 balls
for 115 yards.
With the addition of first overall pick Baker Mayfield
and fellow wideout Jarvis Landry in the offseason, many
thought that the potential Mayfield-Landry-Gordon
trifecta would be one of the best in the league. Gordon
checked himself into rehab over the offseason and upon
his release, Browns fans thought they would finally get
to witness the true talent of the 27-year-old this season.
Questions about Gordon's status started to arise as we
approached the beginning of the NFL regular season and
although the public knows ~~rdon has struggled with
substance abuse, most people assumed his stint in rehab
this offseason was the last step in solving his problem. After
battling with mental health issues for most of the summer,
Gordon was finally ready to return to the field Week 1
where he caught one ball for a 17-yard touchdown.
A few days later the Browns surprising announced
he would be getting cut. No one knows quite why, and
theories suggest it might be because of locker room issues
or because of Gordon's age. Interest was drawn from
many teams including the Dallas Cowboys, San Francisco
49ers, and Cincinnati Bengals, among others. On Monday,
September 17th, Adam Schefter reported that the New
England Patriots offered the Browns a 5th round pick in
Gordon (above) steps out onto the practice field (Steven Senne)
exchange for the receiver, assuming he plays in at least 10
The Cleveland Browns shocked the NFL this past week games this season.
with the announcement that they would be releasing their
The Patriots have a track record of picking up
long coveted wide receiver, Josh Gordon. This came as "discount" players who were highly regarded in the draft
a surprise to so many because of Gordon's up-and-down but haven't worked out in other teams. This is oftentimes
relationship with the Browns. There was a ton of hype last due to personality or opposing systems, and Bill Belichick
year surrounding Gordon as he made his return in the final loves giving these types of players second chances in
stretch of Cleveland's dismal 0-16 season. In fact, besidei New England. The list includes Randy Moss, Albert
the Browns' first overall pick, Gordon's comeback was Haynesworth, Chad Ochocinco, Andre Johnson, Eric
perhaps the biggest story regarding Browns football this Decker, Barkevious Mingo, Kyle Van Noy, Darelle Revis,
otfseason.
Cordarrelle Patterson and Shea McLellin, just to name a
Gordon, sometimes known by his nickname "Flash" few.
has been one of the most storied players in the NFL since
No team is in more desperate need of wide receivers
his debut in 2012. However, since 2012, he has yet to play than New England. Before this addition, the Patriots
a full season. But when Flash has been on the field, he only had 4 wide receivers on the roster; Chris Hogan,
has been remarkable. The former All-Pro posted a league Cordarrelle Patterson, Philip Dorsett, and the suspended
leading 1,646 yards on only 87 catches in 2013, along with 9 Julian Edelman. Although Tom Brady still has All-Star

Rob Gronkowski and electric rookie running back Sony
Michel, critics were saying this is the worst Patriots offense
in years, and were even saying this might be the season the
Pats don't make the playoffs.
The addition of Josh Gordon will change that. If Gordon
is able to remain on the field, he has all the potential to be
a game changer. During the 31-20 loss in Jacksonville, Tom
Brady looked lost. "Sacksonville's" elite defense swarmed
Brady and made him force balls to tightly covered receivers
who just couldn't find room to escape. Although the return
of slot man Julian Edelman will give Brady more options in
Week 4, Gordon adds a whole new dynamic to this Patriots
offense.
Unlike Edelman and Chris Hogan, who make their
living off of short, quick routes, and Phillip Dorsett and
Cordarrelle Patterson who don't add much to the offense
except for deep routes, Gordon can play equally well all
over the field. Over the last few years, the Patriots offense
has evolved into one in which Tom Brady usually waits for
a receiver to beat man coverage or dumps the ball out to
a running back or slot receiver and hopes they can break
a tackle to get additional yards after catch. This is largely
in part to the lack of a true "X receiver," one who can line
up outside and beat his man downfield. Gronkowski has
tried to be that player but since he usually lines up at the
T,ight End position, it's hard for him to create separation
when 2 or sometimes 3 players are constantly on him.
Gordon, much like former X-receiver Randy Moss, has
both the athleticism needed to beat corners and the talent
to consistently make the catch from Tom Brady and
beat players after it. With both Gordon and Gronkowski
making the field longer, this will open up opportunities for
Julian Edelman over the middle, create space for running
backs Sony Michel, James White, Rex Burkhead, and force
defenses to be aggressive, creating loads of room for trick
plays designed for Cordarrelle Patterson.
If Josh Gordon shows up to play, this might be the most
exciting Patriots offense since the Gronkowski/Hernandez
or Moss/Welker days. However, "if" is the keyword. Gordon
could wind up being the best skill player in the AFC East
and lead the Patriots to their 4th Super Bowl appearance
in 5 years or end up as another player on the long list of
busts that just didn't work out in New England. Regardless,
this move brings an element of excitement to an otherwise
boring New England team this year and if anyone can
maximize Flash's unreal potential, it's Bill Belichick and
Tom Brady.

Gordon's signing to the Patriots came as a shock to many fans, both In Cleveland and New England (Sports Illustrated)
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Friday, Sept. 21st @ 9:00pm

Football Game Septmlber 15th
Marisl:27
Bryant37

Reid Hockey- Games Sept.ember 14th
Albany2
BryantO

JkTant1
VermontO

Bryant3

Stoney Brook 2

Septeri,ber16th
ColgateO
Bryant2
Women's Soa:er- Game

Women's Volleyball - Game September 114th

.,

16th

Septmlber 15th
Colgate3
Bryant 1
September18th
Bmwn3

Bryant 1

Men's Soccer -Game September 15
Yale4
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New Enrollment Largest In History
%00 Veterans to Start Classes
In February
February 2.5, the lar1esl
number of students
Lo enter
Bryant Colle1e al the mid-year
term will be paulnai under the
aJChway.
With over 200 veteran,
sianed up for the BU5iness Adminiatnl Uon, Accountancy and finance,
and refresher courses and at least
50 other enrollees for the r;ccre•
tarial department our school is
havin1 • dilticult time to find
tlou$in1 space for it's many out-of•
town ttudenta. Th.ta large enroll•
ment will also affect the September enrollment.
Neve.- 1n the hl.atory of the
sch(>Ol have ,o many students en•
rolled at the mid-yee.r term. Tbili
year's enrollment la an all-Ume
record. These students are from all
parts of the United States.
Very
few come trom Provlcknce or
neaz-..by areu.
There are e"ND
several students from out of the
country to add to the college melt•
in1 pot.
There is a 11rl from the
Panama Canal Zone and another
!tom rceland.
The housln1 shortage ls even affectina
coUe1e enrollment
••
Bryant officials are having dilficulty in placlng their out-i>f•town
students in suitable living quar•
ter:s. This shorta1e ls affecting the
many in-comin1 Veterana who ue
marded and want to find living
quarters tor themselves and their
wives.
Classes will probably be
filled to capacity as Urnited space
prevents the making of smaller
c-lus groups.
With a Utrge teachIna staff the College is trying to
combat the necessity of larre
classes due to the limited sr;>11ce
available.
(Continued on Pa1e 4)
On

Their First Big
Step Together
Craie Edgar and Betty Roux
have taken their first bil step toeether.
Recently,
Betty
annnounced her enga;ement to Craig
and at the .same time, she state-ii
their intentions of taking the
seC<lnd and final step, the weddin1,
during Crait's .sum.mer vacation
this Au1ust.
Betty Roux is a member of the
Rhode Island School of Deslan.
class of ' 9. where 1he is majorIng in Commercial Art- She is al!o
active in the College Dramatic So~lety.
Crate Edrar ls a first year teacher training 9tudents here at Bryant
He ls an active member of Tau
Epllson Fra~rnJty and .Exchange
Mana1er o.f the Archway.

Courtesy of the Krupp Library Archives
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BEITYEVANS
NEW CLASS
HOURS FORMED
CHOSEN QUEEN

NEW DEAN Of
I
There is a radical increase in
MEN
NAMl£"D
the
number of studentl this term
WO
I over that of any term in the his-

---I tory ot Bryant Colleae. Because of
Mrs. Dorothy Robinson ha1 been ! thil, a special schedule of cl.assC:5
named Dean of Women Pnd Guid- was instituted to accommodate thia
anee Councilcr here at BryanL
increase.
As of last term tber4l
Mrs. Roblnson ha& had a rreat were three divislona in the B_ A.
desl of ex:(H!rience in thJs line for Department. Now there are four
she was connected with the Provi. arran1ed ln early and late se.sdence School Department of Gu.id- .sions. Included in this change will
ance and COuncilin1 for a number be an early se!Slon for the veterans
ol yean, a1 well as three years in 1aking a re.fresher course.
The
I.he same capacity at Mt. Pleasant .schedule of the students under the
Hl1h School.
Secretarial and Executive Sacre•
A native of Providence, Mrs. . tarial and
Teacher11 Trairrlnl
Rob!ruion attended Pembroke Col· I courae will remain the same.
le1e and trom there she recieved ' The students under the classifi•
her Ma11ters Degrff.
cation of the B. A. Department,
Durin1 the interview Mrs. Rob- September freshmen, Division I,
l.nson stated that she was very will start at 8:30 a. m. and conmuch irnpreiiffd with Bryant Col- tl.nue until 1 p. m.
September
1e1e and with the new Idea of treshmen, Divisions II and Ill, will
1utdance counciling that. is being start at 10 a. m. and continue un•
enacted here. She went on kl ex- Ul 3:1& P- m.
The September
plain that guidance oouncilln1 is seniors under the B. A. Departintendc!d to help the t1rl5 to be• ment will start at 8:lO and end at
come acclimated to college life and 1:46 p. m. February senlors will
through advice to live happier and start at 10 a. m. and continue until
more 11uccessful lives.
3:15 p. m.
At the present Ume Mn. RobinThe four divisiom of incomin&
son's oftlce is located in what was freshmen under the B. A. Departformerly the library where she ment will also have a division of
may be found Tuesdays, Wednes- classes_
It wm be according to
d111y11, and ThUr5day. It is hoped by the early and late seu1ons. Febru1.he college that all the women ary freshmen Division I, wlll be
students wUI. take advanta,:e of early_ ClasseJ wlU st.art at 8:30 a.
this opportunity to receive advice m. until 1:45 p., m. February fresh•
and guidance through their col- men, dlvisioQ; II, will be late and
lege life.
their classes will start at 10:4~ with
the exception of one day which
will start at 10 o'clock. This will
continue until 3:15.
DJvislon III
will be early, Classes will start at
8:30 a. m. until l p. m- Divis.ion IV
will be neither early nor late.
Work on The Ledcer, the 11nnual Closes will start at 9:Hi until 2:30.
Bryant College year book hu be·
The freshman refresher courses
gun according to member.! ot the will be approximately the same
staff. Since thls year brings with except that classes will start at
it peace The Ledrer promises to 8:30 a. m. unleu last-minute
be one of the finelilt books yet to chanses are made.
be seenon the Bryant Campl.l.!I.
The members of The LedS't\\',
Staff are: Co-Editors, Jean Drosd
and Edmund Clegg; Photography,
Dorothy Olter; Literary, Robert
Bir-t, Dorothy Stewart, Lucille
Gotsell, Bernadine
McCrudden,
Beatrice Hirt, it first year AcColette Dickey, Betty Guidette. countancy and Finance student,
and Ju.ne Steiner; Reportorial, was announCi!d as Winner of the
Ruth Adamson, J ayce Finney, $5.00 award gh•en ta the student
Mar~- Vales, Clara Lewis, Gladys who submitted the be.st name for
Aranoslln, Florence Rosen. Natalie the college newspaper.
Pino and Mary ~swell; Adverti.!I•
The contest was aponsored by
ing, Mildred Valenta, Henry Zinno, mmiben of the staff in an effort
Gilbert Corva; Art, Ethel Wexler, to obtain a name for the paper.
Robert LeBJanc, Roland Parui_
The entries were jud1ed on thelr
The members of tbe Sbiff would orlf.l.oality and their emphasis on
Hke to have announced that it' some phases of Bryant life.
there are any student.s who would
After considerin1 and voting on
like snapshots publimed in 'the the sixty-four en"trie1 submitted,
year book, please 1ive them to the JudJes decided that Mil!S Hlrt's
Miss Dorothy Oller. Once pictures entry, The Archway, wa!I the best
are received, they are not returna- because under this popular place,
ble.
located at the er.d of South Hell,

YEARBOOK
STAFF NAMED

CONTEST WINNER
IS ANNOUNCED

M.lss Betty Evans was chosen
Campus Queen at the annual dance
ot Tau Epsilon and Kappa Delta
Kappa.
Att.er a short
speech Robert
Arzuyan
pre-

t h e
with a
crown of Red
Roses. Upon receiving
t h e
crown and with
aenwne modesty Betty politely sald, "thank
you v e r y
much." Now rd
better s t e p
down before I fall down."
B4:!tty Is a junior in the Commercial Teachers Traininl Division, a
member of Sigma Iota Chi Sorority, Vice President of the Newman
Club and a member of Beta Chi
Tau.
She is a very industrious
student and ls workinl{ her way
throulh 00He1e in the capacity ot
helper in the cafeteria.
The other contestants for the
honor of becominJ Campus Qveen
were, Viv.Ian Thurston,
Emily
Horeman and Jean Murray.
sented

Queen

TO HOLD STAR
CREST FESTIVAL
The annual Star Crest Festival
spon110red by SiJma Iota Beta and
her brother tratemity Beta Iota
Beta' will be held February 26,
1946. at 8:00 p. m. In the Bryant
Gym.
The social committee headed by
Herbert Page have announced that
there will be an outstanding floor.
show. with the music conducted by
the
"Mu.sic
Mastrr"
hitnsel1
Tommy Masi.a and his orchestra.
For the past two yean Sisma
Iota Beta and Beta Iota Beta have
held dancu which have been very
.succusful both saelally and flnan•
cl.ally.
Thett:fore f! anyone Js
seeking a ni1ht that will be tiJled
with enjoyable entertainment, attending the Star Cre-st Festival
will make that nlsht come true.
Tickets for the dant:1!, wllich are
75c, may be obtained from any
member ol. the sorority or :fraternity otherwlse you may buy them at
the door.
the students pass to and from
clasaes, they also f'athez.- here to
comment on their studies, their
teachers, campta Jowp ln eeneral.
The Archway with both its
meantncs signifies the important
place it holds in the colleae life at

Bryant.
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Historically Black Colleges: a conundrum in inclusivity
Christopher Groneng
Editor-in-Chief
The issue of race in America has the
distinction of existing in both the broad,
sweeping arm of society and in specific
microcosms of homogenized thought and
identity constructs. Whether it be on the
wooded, secluded compounds of a white
nationalist organizations in the Bible Belt,
or the bustling, ever-growing communities
that amalgamate to create the Chinatown's
and Harlem's of America's various
urban sprawls, one type of microcosm in
particular finds itself at a rhetorical impasse
between inclusive learning environment
and isolated safe haven: historically black
colleges and universities, also known as
HBCU's.
Responsible for the postsecondary
education of hundreds of thousands
of African-American students each
year, HBCU's were founded under the
basic principles of equal treatment and
opportunity for blacks. Following the
American Civil War, many young former
slaves would enter society as freed people,
legally entitled to many, if not all, of the
freedoms and rights that were once only
granted to white Americans.
However, even with these newfound
liberties, their ability to matriculate into
society was hindered. The causes of this
hindrance were both the stigma which
remained fresh in the minds of many bigots
and prejudiced white Americans, and the
creation and enforcement of Jim Crow
laws; Southern doctrine that would further
subjugate African-American communities
for nearly a century following the Civil
War. Jim Crow also introduced the
obstruction of educational opportunities
for African-Americans.
HBCU's were a response to such
strife. They became not only academic
institutions for black students who had
been discriminatorily turned away from
primarily white institutions, but also a
cultural Mecca and protected zone for
young African-Americans to live and
learn sequestered from societal restraint.
Leaders and cultural icons that have
epitomized and shaped much of black
culture and identity in America such as
Martin Luther King, Jr., Toni Morrison,
Oprah Winfrey, and Spike Lee all attended
HBCU's. With this, it truly comes as no
surprise that such institutions are coveted
by African-American students, faculty,
and administration.
Recently, Vice News published a
documentary short centered around
Morehouse College, a historically black,

all-male postsecondary institution in
Georgia and alma mater of Martin Luther
King, Jr. Specifically, the focus of the short
was on ~iago, a white student, and his
experience at Morehouse.
In the documentary, Vice News
interviewed students and members of the
administration at Morehouse, as well as
professors, about the benefits and perceived
dangers associated with the introduction
of what they refer to as "non-traditional
students" such as Tiago. The messages
being transmitted from each group were
mixed at best.
The administrative officials that were
interviewed recognized, and had even
begun to adapt to, the slowly changing
demographics. When asked why this kind
of acclimation towards the welcoming of
non-traditional students to the university
had begun to occur, Damon Phillips, an
educational consultant with Morehouse's
communications office, said this:
"... it's about finances. Ultimately,
we have to find ways to fund our
institution differently than we have
in the past, so a lot of schools have
been recruiting what we call 'nontraditional HBCU students'... there's
a big push."
This financial concern is very much
warranted, for enrollment at HBCU's is
faltering nationwide. According to a Pew
Research study, the number of AfricanAmerican students enrolled at HBCU's
dropped by over 30,000 between 2010
and 2015, from 327,000 to 293,000. Over
the past three decades, the percentage of
African-American students nationwide
that are enrolled at HBCU's has been cut
in half, from 17.3 percent to 8.5, with these
numbers only projected to drop in the
coming years. Many of the first HBCU's
in the country, such as West Virginia State
University and Kentucky State University,
now find themselves with black student
populations of less than ten percent.
When speaking to faculty and students,
their thoughts on the subject are birthed
from different motivations. At the end
of the day, to them, Morehouse is not
only a space for learning, but a space for
blackness. Their primary concerns lie with
the affectation of culture at the school
as a more diverse population begins to
burgeon.
Robin Marcus, an African-American
woman and former professor at George
Washington University, had this to say
when interviewed by Vice News about the
importance of the preservation of a black
identity on HBCU campuses:

to offer, and I think it's just a shame that
"When you're walking across campus we want to keep that to ourselves." Her
and you're reminded of who also classmates were not impressed.
walked on that lawn, who sat in those
Still, these students can rest easy for
rooms - the legacy is palpable. To now, as less than one percent of their
be able to step into that space, know school's respective populations are made
that it was carved out for you, when up of white students.
I believe this type of rhetoric speaks to
the rest of your life says something
very different about your value, your a much larger story, one of an American
intelligence, your potential; at least intent and the perennial struggle within
for four years you're not going to the realm of identity politics. You can draw
think about racism ... [If you're a white parallels between what African-American
student] you don't understand what students at HBCU's have to say about the
it meant for this grass, this sod, to be gradual integration of their schools and
here ... t,T]he full weight of history... what the Richard Spencers and David
is what it has meant for us, us black Dukes of the world have to say about the
people."
increasing multicultural nation America
has become and continues to trek towards.
When asked further about whether
Sentiments such as the sanctity of their
or not barring white students from place of choice being somehow degraded
HBCU's is "reverse racism", Prof. Marcus with the introduction of different kinds
categorized such an argument as a of people, or the loss of what they perceive
"specious" and "dumb" one to be made, to be their cultural identity at the hands
and understandably so. Racism in the of these different kinds of people, create
context of the black experience, as Marcus an atmosphere of discourse that seems to
explains, is integrally propped up and become one not of civil disagreement, but
aggrandized by the system and structures of animosity in the face of racial change.
But the messaging, however similar
in place in society. Telling an AfricanAmerican that they are legally unable to use the concepts may be, manifests itself in
the same water fountain as a white person entirely polar contexts. White nationalists,
and creating a historically consecrated whether they be alt-rights, Neo-Nazis, or
academic place for African-Americans to Klansmen, speak of a white ethno-state
escape the societal pressure of the world where other races are strictly oppressed,
around them, without the encroachment if not ethnically cleansed. This calls back
on such places by white Americans, are to a time where white Americans held the
two entirely different scenarios.
vast majority of legal and governmental
Black students at Morehouse and influence - primarily over AfricanSpelman Colleges, Spelman being Americans - or at least more than they do
Morehouse's female equivalent, feel currently.
Students and faculty at HBCU's speak
very similarly to Prof. Marcus. When
Vice News sat down to speak with them, of a black safe haven where they can feel
their arguments against non-traditional protected and accepted as an Africanstudents also wandered down the American in a country with a long and
avenues of historical context and cultural sinister history of racial marginalization
preservation.
and repeated abuses. To use the words of
"There is nothing a young non- another Morehouse student, "so many
traditional student can bring the culture students come to Morehouse to feel human
of Morehouse and Spelman ... " a young and to not be dehumanized - to be as
black student claimed, sitting amongst his human as they can possibly be in a society
fellow African-American classmates in like this."
To these students, the world around
Morehouse's auditorium, "It's us culturing
here." He gestures towards his classmates. them is white, and the only way they can
Another student jumps in, "This place is conceivably compete for survival is to
sacred," he begins, "Our ideas, who we are transport themselves, if even for a short
as people - we feel safe here," his classmates period of time, to an exceptional place of
nod in affirmation, "and if we had white exception from the white werld around
people coming in here and taking over them. Whether or not this perception
40 percent of the population, I would feel of reality yields any merit, which I am
disrespected."
inclined to say it does, the integration of
There was one student that Vice News HBCU student populations could prove
spoke to who disagreed. "I would love for fina~cially fruitful yet cause rnlturally
a white student, with the right intentions, fruitless repercussions.
to come here and learn about us as black
people," she stated defiantly, "We have a lot

Black students at Morehouse accepting Tiago (front right), a white student, into their social circle (Vice News)
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The US Open leaves questions un-referreed
Dante Ricciardi
Contributing Writer
The 2018 US Open that took place from August 27th
to September 9th is an event that people will are going
to be talking about for quite some time. While the entire
tournament captivated audiences around the world, the
match between Naomi Osaka and Serena Williams was
specifically legendary in its own unique way. Osaka, a
younger unknown player, is currently playing in her
fourth professional season and rising through the female
tennis ranks, with 2018 marking her first appearance in a
Grand Slam match.
Her counterpart, Williams, is no stranger to big
title games. For those who don't follow sports, Serena
Williams is considered one of the greats of her sport. In
her twenty-three-year professional tennis career, Williams
has become a highly decorated player who sits atop the
female rankings each year, often being talked about as
one of the greatest athletes of all time. These factors made
the David and Goliath matchup one that many tennis
fans were anticipating, for they wanted to see how Osaka
would compare to Williams. However, once the match got
underway, it became much more about Williams and the
umpire, Carlos Ramos. In tennis, just like in many other
sports, there are officials that determine points, penalties,
and all other regulations of the game. Ramos is a wellknown professional official that has been working for
twenty-seven years and officiated his fair share of big time
matches.
Early on in the match, Ramos penalized Williams for
getting alleged coaching from the stands. In tennis, there
is no communication allowed between the coaching staff
and players in attempt to keep the game strictly between
the two people on the court. Williams's coach later
admitted he was trying to give her some advice but said
Serena never looked at him. He went on to say that every
other coach in professional tennis does what he was doing,
and that Williams should not have been penalized. After
receiving the penalty, Williams started to show increased
frustration towards the entire match.
Her next penalty came when she smashed her racket

into the court, which caused it to shatter into pieces.
The impressive strength of Williams was not admired
by Ramos, who then gave her another penalty, costing
Williams a set. Ramos then called both players over to
the chair to explain his ruling. After the conversation,
Williams was infuriated with the call, saying that the
match was not fair. However, instead of trying to cool
down and reset her game play, she eventually received her
third penalty for verbal abuse towards an umpire, which
forced the game to end. Osaka went on to defeat Williams
and win the Grand Slam event, which was unexpected by
most viewers.
Despite the controversy that was occurring between
the penalties given to Williams by Ramos after the match,
it is still important to congratulate Naomi Osaka on her
championship. No matter how the match went, Osaka
seems to be receiving no credit for defeating Williams.
Throughout the match, she outplayed Serena and showed
that she deserves to be on the big stage. All her tremendous
hard work finally paid off during this match, and that was
something remarkable to see. As far as the officiating went,
Ramos seemed to be a little harsh with his penalties. In a
match as big as the US Open, there is a common saying
that holds true, which is, "Let the players play".
What this really means is that it is important to not let
any outside factors get in the way of the game or match,
letting strictly the players determine who the real winner
or loser is. Despite his credibility, Ramos dictated too
much of the game and did not allow for fans to see how
talented both players were. The coaching violation call he
made seemed a little extreme, for of course coaches are
going to try and help their players win one of the biggest
games of the season. With the amount of time and effort
that player and coach put in as a partnership throughout
the year, who wouldn't want to see their player succeed.
Ramos should have given Williams a warning for this
before he just simply took the points away. While Williams
does have to be held accountable for slamming her racket,
which was childish on her part, the penalty was extreme.
This is a professional match with professional players and a
lot on the line. To have something so juvenile as slamming
your racket cost you an entire set seems a little ridiculous.
If anything, Ramos should have noted Williams reaction

and fined her accordingly after the game.
The most frustrating part of the match was when
Ramos gave Williams a penalty for verbal abuse. As an
umpire, it should be known that there is a lot at stake and
that the players are performing with extreme emotion. It
is the duty of the official to keep this in mind, especially
when they come to you with any type of disagreement.
While Williams did drag the argument on, Ramos should
have been better prepared for this based on the previous
penalties he awarded. \
Williams was obviously upset with the other two calls
and was going to be more susceptible to showing her
emotions. I understand she should have acted in a more
professional manner but, with what was on the line, you
must appreciate Williams competitive edge. It is also
important to note Serena's actions after the match, for
she was extremely professional and gave all the credit to
Osaka. She even grabbed the microphone at the closing
ceremonies and spoke about how Naomi deserved to win.
It takes a true professional to understand when they have
been defeated.
Over the weeks following the match, other allegations
of racism and sexism have come into play. Many people
argue that Ramos was being unfair because Serena is a
woman as well as because she is an African American. It
is important to note that while these claims seem logical
and realistic, this was not about Ramos disliking Serena
Williams. Ramos has had a reputation of being a strict
umpire and holding players accountable for their actions.
With such a reputation at steak, there is a sense of power
that forms and can cause the need to want to have total
control. What was so disappointing about this year's US
Open was the referee trying to make the event about
himself.
No one paid their hard-earned money to go watch
Carlos Ramos officiate the US Open. What they were
paying for was to see the young and exciting Naomi Osaka
take on Serena Williams, one of the greatest athletes,
male or female, the world has ever seen. Over time, both
Williams and Ramos will learn to let this match pass and
their careers will go on accordingly. However, this one will
linger a little longer than most.

Technology: is it ruining
our lives or enhancing It?
Samantha Tutcotte
Contributing Writer

anxiety, and sleeplessness as one waits for that immediate gratification. In addition to
this, with the use of social media, it is very easy to compare oneself to others through
the various platforms, with some studies even linking social media usage to developing
If you had asked me this question a couple months ago, I would have said that depression and anxiety. Social media allows the world to have a look into your life all the
technology and new media simply enhance our lives. It allows us to connect with people time, which can make some people feel pressured to be 'perfect' around the clock.
we went to elementary school with, to keep in contact with people studying abroad, and
to let your grandma know what you did last weekend without having a two-hour phone
While technology and new media are not inherently harmful, the way society has
call with her. Technology and new media are not inherently a bad thing, they can be very encultured the population on how to U§.e it is what is ruining the younger generations.
helpful in certain situations, but when you take a closer look, they have caused serious Technology places pressure on each user to always be online. Whether that is to follow the
changes in 'normal' behavior.
most recent news update or to play Words with Friends, there is a certain level of pressure.
When the millennial generation (those born from 1980-2000) told their parents they If everyone would take a moment to step back and reflect on what is important, they would
were bored, their parents would tell them to go outside and play or, if they were unlucky, realize that without technology and new media, the world would still move forward. You
give them chores to do. When they were told to go outside and play, many children would do NOT have to always be online.
find neighborhood kids to play with. From a young age, millennials developed their
interpersonal skills and tapped into the left side of their brain, which is the creative side.
Now, in contrast, when children say they are bored, their parents hand them a smart device,
which does not force them to have to get creative and use their imagination. Instead, they
can stay inside on their couch or in their bedroom, most likely playing a mindless game
that requires little if any creativity or social skills. This has led Generation Z (those born
after 2000) to have undeveloped social skills, visible through trends such as tending to
prefer texting overcalling or speaking in person. They also have larger tendencies to stay
in rather than go out with friends.
In 2018, over 94% of eighteen to twenty-nine-year old's in the United States own a
smartphone (Pew Research Center). This number has grown at an alarming rate over the
past 10 years. The increase in smart phone usage has led to an increase in connectedness
among users and their devices, which in turn has, in many cases, led to media addiction.
Since the smartphone has put everything people could need in the palm of their hand,
many users are starting to face a severe lack of patience throughout multiple aspects of
their life. When one does not receive a text back, there is a moment of panic, for people
are accustomed to immediate responses. This overwhelming usage has also led to stress,

Technology has become a major part of many people's llves, especially young people (Odyssey)
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Apple Keynote 2018: an in-depth look at
this year's n_ew devices and technology
Thomas Maraman
Variety Editor

Old models set to drop In price while newer models crank it up a notch (TechCrunchJ

It's that time of year again. Just last week, Apple's Keynote on September 12, 2018
presented the iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max, the iPhone XR, and the Apple Watch Series
4. Of course, with every generation of Apple products comes the next iOS to support
the new models, as well as give an upgrade to the old. iOS 12 released this past Monday,
September 17, and it is bigger than big. One focus of Apple over the span of its lifetime
has been efficiency and to speed up everyday tasks. They've certainly done so over the
years and will continue to do so, so long as their products stay in high demand. They're
nothing less than pricey investments. Better quality comes with higher pricing. It's simple
marketing at the end of the day. The fact Apple is now worth over a trillion dollars means
people are ecstatic for their products and are willing to meet the prices even though they
may not be optimal for them. Just look at opening day; thousands camp out in front of
Apple stores all across the world from twenty-four hours to a week before the unveiling
of new products. So which device is right for you? Will you choose the XS, the XS Max, or
the XR? Will you choose also to purchase the Series 4 Apple Watch? Or will you choose
to forgo Apple entirely and continue your love for another brand such as Samsung or
Google phones?
Let's begin with the iPhone XS and the XS Max. Both can be categorized as older
and young siblings. Why? Because in essence, the Max is just a bigger XS. In fact, the
Max has a colossal screen display for a phone of 6.5 inches, the largest display ever on an
iPhone and any smartphone to date. Pretty soon we'll be looking at tablet sized phone
displays at this rate. The previous generation iPhone X had a screen display of 5.8 inches
and seemingly was well liked and praised by the market for its unique all hands-on
screen connectivity. The future of technology is with the touch of our fingertips, not with
buttons and gizmos no matter how small or concealed they might be. The phones keep
getting bigger because Apple can create sharper images and better contrast on the larger
displays, and they equate more screen to more fun. The regular XS has a 5.8 inch display
itself, targeting the market that still favors a slightly smaller display. Additionally, both
displays are now the Super Retina HD display. Remember the days when your friend had
the Retina Display iPhone 5 but you were still lagging behind with an iPhone 4? Well now
if you have a Retina Display phone, you'll feel the same way. The Super Retina display is
simply gorgeous. The quality of the pixels is absolutely phenomenal for a phone and is a
step above awesome.
Size and display are only two of the upgrades. The engineering team for Apple has
created something of true magnificence. The Al2 Bionic in the XS and XS Max speed up
the processing system by more than 15% from previous models, and lower power costs
by up to 50%. This translates to mean that these models operate at a faster, smoother
pace. You can enjoy all the things you do even more, and the phones can be used for a
longer period of time before a charge is required. This leads into the battery aspect of
things. XS offers a battery that lasts 30 minutes longer than that of last year's iPhone X.
XS Max offers the longest lasting battery life in an iPhone that lasts an hour longer than
the regular XS. In terms of continuous online use, these phones will last you around half
a day. The key word here is continuous. If you are just sending a text or two every hour or
a quick round of Clash Royale here and there, you can easily last the full day and perhaps
even longer. Keep in mind that these claims decrease as time goes on. The more you
charge the phone, the less the battery will last. By year two of use, you may be carrying
around a charger everywhere you go. But again, this is very subjective to the user and will
vary greatly with more or less usage. A key trick is to not charge the phone so often. It
doesn't always need to be on 100%. Let it drain completely so it shuts off once or twice a
month. This gives it a bit of kick to get its gear back on track to perform optimally.
These days, there are more photographers and video shooters than ever before. Apple
tailors to that lifestyle too. 4K video recording has become the next big thing, along with
the 12MP camera. With iOS 12, group FaceTime will be possible with up to 32 people.
Say hello to group study sessions and conference calls face to face, without having to leave

your house or download another third party application. Thanks to the newly crafted
dual camera system, everything is sharper, more detailed, and of much higher quality.
Lastly, the XS and XS Max will be water resistant with an IP68 rating. They can be
held underwater up to 2 meters for up to 30 minutes. If you're in fear it's a lie, don't be. It's
proven to work. Just don't get carried away and think you can throw it to the bottom of a
pool and pick it up a few hours after you realized where it is.
The XS and XS Max come in silver, space gray (blackish), and gold. Their storage
capacities are 64GB, 256GB, and an extraordinary 512GB. Prices will increase with more
storage as always but start at $999 for the smaller model and $1099 for the larger.
Next is the XR model. This one is slightly bigger than the XS (6.1 inches) but still not
as big as the XS Max (6.5 inches). It comes in blue, white, black, yellow, coral (orange),
and red. The idea seems to be to bring back the old iPod Touch approach and foster to
those who want some colorful pizazz than the standard colors.
The XR has a Liquid Retina Display, which is the most developed LCD for a
smartphone. The phone supports tap to wake, which allows you to simply tap the screen
to wake it up, just like the other new models. No home button means you won't ever
have to worry about breaking the button again. The XR also has the Al2 Bionic chips to
support all day reliability and longevity. This phone takes stunning photos and features
so many cutting-edge controls to the camera for more advanced artwork. The battery life
for the XR is an hour and a halflonger than the 8 Plus.
Something that countless people have trouble with is remembering passwords for
dozens of accounts used online. Apple again brings the innovative trend of Face ID to
this year's lineup. Instead of having to type in a four or six-digit number code, or an
extremely secure password with letters, numbers, and symbols, the only code you'll ever
need is your face. And unless you're Arya Stark from popular book and television series
Game of Thrones, your face will never change. No one, not even those who know how to
steal your fingerprint, can hack your phone now. There will likely be something along the
lines of full hand touches in the future of products.
Everything is faster, more advanced, and easier to use than ever before. It's the case
every year an Apple product releases. Models start at $749, which is a bit lower than
the XS and XS Max models. This is basically the "more affordable" option if you aren't
willing to dish out over a grand for a smart phone.
Despite the hefty prices and all the X's and S's and R's, this year's lineup is truly
magnificent. The XS and XS Max already began pre-orders and likely are all booked.
General releases for everyone else are today, September 21. The pre-orders will begin for
the iPhone XR on October 19 and will be available on October 26. Whether you choose
to buy an XS or XS Max or wait for the XR, this technology is hard to resist if you're in
the market for a new phone. Choose wisely.
Apple Watch Series 4 is an eye catcher for sure. This year's model did something
interesting. They devoted most of their attention towards the health and fitness side
of things. The latest and greatest is that if you take an accidental fall from a certain
height, emergency services will be alerted if you activate the capability. Additionally,
they continue to compete with Fitbit fitness watches for the better tracker or heartrate,
calories burned, and daily activity. Apple Series' are all smartwatches, while Fitbit is
more geared towards fitness in general. However, this year is a game changer. The Series
4 is a worthy contender of any Fitbit and has greatly transformed the meaning of what a
watch can do and be for the wearer. From phone assistant to life saver, the Apple Watch
has come a long way.
The idea is a healthier, better version of yourself with the assistance given on your
wrist. Now you can get alerts for low and high heart rates that are out of the ordinary.
You can hold a single finger against the digital scrolling crown and receive a reading of
your heart, thanks to the recently developed-~lectric heart rate monitor. There are more
types of listed workouts that weren't on previous generations like hiking and boxing.
Workouts begin themselves if you forget to start them. The area of screen is 30% larger
than previous models, and the display received an upgrade to its picture quality. This
includes a longer battery life to ensure it lasts longer than a day, and more on the side of
two.
Similar to Fitbit, Series 4 offers the ability to compete against a community of other
users and challenge friends to achieve great milestones. Runners will be able to see steps
per minute along their run, as well as if they are behind or ahead per minute and per
mile. Series 4 continues to feature the cellular option that allows for calls directly on your
wrist. This will add on an additional monthly fee to your bills. It's up to you if you think
it's worth it. Nevertheless, it's a cool option to have if you want to leave your phone at
home during a run or workout, or if you forget to bring your phone to work.
One of the coolest, most ground-breaking features to be added to a smartwatch is the
Walkie-Talkie addition. Hold the screen to talk, let go to send. It's that simple. If someone
you know has an Apple Watch, you can communicate faster than text, call, and email
combined. Why wouldn't you want that?
Series 4 starts at $399 for the non-cellular model and $499 for the cellular models.
Let's not forget the water resistance up to 50 meters in both pool and ocean. Both models
also feature sweat and dust resistance, so you can power through workouts and hikes
without any worry. The prices are a great deal less than fancy watches on the market and
offers countless more options than simply telling time. The downside to a smartwatch is
that you must charge it. But what's more important to you? You could have the ability
to tell time, or the abilities to get in shape, send messages on your wrist, navigate a city,
track workouts and heartrate, swim underwater, and tell time? You decide what is best
for you.
All in all, this year's Keynote was phenomenal and a great leap into the future of
Apple products. For more information on iOS 12 and watchOS 5, see next week's article
for the full reviews.
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Starting the semester on good footing
Thomas Maranian
Variety Editor
It's already been three weeks since move in day. Did your summer go by too fast? Does
it feel like you never left? Fear not, for if you take the effort to make every single moment
of the day a learning experience and one that improves yourself, the journey is better
and faster than you might think. There may be times when you think you just can't get
through a week or there is so much on your plate to manage. The reality is this is the time
to figure out how you work best under pressure. It's one of the key factors that influence
an interviewee from hire or pass. Better start now.
So how exactly is the best way to get reconvened with the college environment? You're
about to find out. If you set yourself up for success ahead of time, you'll be smooth sailing
for the year.
Summer is an awesome time to sleep in, relax, and do the things you love. Summer
gives the opportunity to focus on fitness, nutrition, hobbies, going on road trips, and
swimming. Here at Bryant you can do all those things, and more. It's all about scheduling
your time accordingly. Of course, academics come first but there are plenty of ways to
implement the things you love doing into your busy days yet to come.
It all starts the moment before you go to sleep at night. Make absolutely certain you
set alarms for the next day. Alarms is pluralized because one is no longer enough. You
might have a late night getting work done for the following day or you might just decide
to watch Netflix all night long. The snooze button is the killer of productivity and the
one thing that if utilized, will put a damper on your day. Since so many now sport Apple
Watches and Fitbits, you can set alarms on there too to ensure you wake up. It's that
important. If you miss a class, that's on you. It says two things: you're wasting money and
losing out on knowledge. And knowledge is what school is all about.
Nutrition, nutrition, nutrition. Get enough sleep, eat healthy, and exercise regularly.
Key tip: the quantity of food you consume on a regular basis affects how much your body
weighs, while quality of food you eat affects how your body looks at any given weight.
Save your money. College may or may not be one of the most expensive investments
you' ll make in life. Make sure to make eating out a special occasion. Limit purchases that
aren't needs. Create a budget for yourself and a journal for your expenses and income.
Only buy what you can afford. A credit card during college (and beyond) is a dangerous
tool.
The next bit of advice is anything and everything you hear or think of, write down.
Write down assignments; write down ideas for a potential new product; write down
advice you hear from someone; write down how you're feeling day by day; write down
what you want to achieve each day, as well as tasks and to-dos for the day. Scheduling
each and every day is key to a successful semester. And write it on paper. Carry that paper
with you everywhere you go in your pocket, and make sure you fulfill the tasks you set
out to achieve.
Stick to your values. Each year, everyone grows in more ways than one. Don't let
your surroundings change the person you are and the code you live by. Make smart
decisions and make decisions that will only improve your body and mind. Pass on the
peer pressure and be a better person than you were yesterday.
The one thing everyone has complete control of in life is how time is utilized. Once
your work is completed, make time for you. Continue to read those books you were
during vacation; continue to watch those shows you enjoy to binge; keep exercising your
body at the gym to stay in shape. The idea is to continuously improve as many aspects
of your life as you can while still paying attention to what your ideals are and what goals
you have for your future.
Stay ahead of your assignments. Get the work done ahead of time if possible so you
can go to the lectures and workshops ready to participate and be attentive. As soon as
you're assigned a reading or project, do everything in your power to get a head start and
complete it early on. The semester is just getting started. Later on when midterms and
finals roll around, things are going to get quite busy.

2018 is nearing its end; finish strong and carry on (VengaG/obalJ

Whether you are a fan of email or not, if you forgo checking it on a regular basis, you'll
regret it. Professors use email as well as Blackboard for updates and vital information
necessary to upcoming exams, assignment due dates, and project presentations. There's
no need to constantly keep a tab opened, though you should definitely check at least
twice or three times a day. It's painless and takes no more than a minute.
Get involved! Join a few clubs and organizations if you haven't already. They make
the time at college fly by. However, you do need to know your schedule and what you are
able to balance between classes and work. If you want, you can start one of your own if
you really want to.
Here's something few people-if any-have told you before. Spend a day in the library
just going through books. Go back to the old way of doing research-whether it's for
yourself or for your studies-and discover what the literary world has to offer. Between
the first and second floor of the library, there are thousands of books waiting to be read.
Adopt a new relationship with books if you don't have a good one already. They are there
to widen your knowledge.
This last note relates to the earlier mention of having goals for each day. Take it a few
steps more than that. Have a vision for the end of the semester and year, which includes
all you want to achieve in your personal and academic life. Whether it's a job offer you
have interest to land, a product you have ambition to patent, money you aim to save up,
or greades you stFive to ac.hieve, make sure you set yourself up in a way that leads to the
fulfillment of such prospects.
To wrap up, continue to be the best version of yourself that you can be. Show the world
who you are and what you're capable of. Keep in mind there are plenty of resources on
campus that, should the need arise, you can contact for help or support. And of course,
there will be articles yet to come in the Variety section of the newspaper for guidance and
self-improvement.

Calling all Bryant ieniors
Consider joining the Bryant Senior Advisory Council
The BSAC is comprised of approximately thirty (30) seniors who have played
significant leadership roles in the Bryant community. Acting as an advisory group
to the President and members of the senior staff on current campus issues, new
initiatives, future plans and trends in higher education.

Nominations/Applications Due by September 28.
Seniors may apply directly or be nominated by other students, faculty, and staff.
The application form was sent via email from President Machtley.
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